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OutlineOutline
•• Introduction: Intermittency Introduction: Intermittency -- presence of coherencepresence of coherence
•• Influence of coherent structures on transport.Influence of coherent structures on transport.
•• Experimental evidences and numerical studies on Experimental evidences and numerical studies on 

the presence and formation of coherent structures.the presence and formation of coherent structures.
•• Comparison and contrast with the strict quantitative Comparison and contrast with the strict quantitative 

notion  of intermittency adopted in the context of notion  of intermittency adopted in the context of 
hydrodynamic fluids. hydrodynamic fluids. 

•• Plasma intermittency: Plasma intermittency: present understanding present understanding -- some some 
unique aspects unique aspects 



TurbulenceTurbulence
Seemingly erratic flow Seemingly erratic flow 
interspersed with patterns interspersed with patterns 
of various sizes.of various sizes.

Presence of structures Presence of structures 
linked with the concept linked with the concept 
of intermittency.of intermittency.

Spatial and Temporal Spatial and Temporal 
Randomness Randomness 



IntermittencyIntermittency
(A first glimpse)(A first glimpse)

Qualitatively:Qualitatively:
•• Intermixing of randomness and coherence Intermixing of randomness and coherence 

in the turbulent state. in the turbulent state. 
•• Deviations from Gaussian statistics.Deviations from Gaussian statistics.

Structures can lead to particle trapping and/or increased Structures can lead to particle trapping and/or increased 
transport by effectively increasing the detransport by effectively increasing the de--correlation length.correlation length.

Connection with transport



TransportTransport

•• For totally uncorrelated velocities and using For totally uncorrelated velocities and using 
the fact that the velocities at individual steps the fact that the velocities at individual steps 
are identically distributedare identically distributed
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Influence of coherent structuresInfluence of coherent structures



Transport in Fusion DevicesTransport in Fusion Devices

•• Long time correlations persist!Long time correlations persist!
•• Intermittent transport events. Intermittent transport events. 
•• Some evidences of non diffusive scaling Some evidences of non diffusive scaling 

with with ‘‘tt’’.. Ballistic transport X.. Ballistic transport X22 ~ t~ t22..
•• Transport anomalous Transport anomalous ‘‘DD’’ much greater than much greater than 

the expected neothe expected neo--classical values. This can classical values. This can 
be viewed as an effective enhancement of be viewed as an effective enhancement of 
the  correlation step size.the  correlation step size.

•• Formation  of transport barriers.Formation  of transport barriers.
•• Structures play an important role! Structures play an important role! 



BURSTY TRANSPORT 
Endler et al. NF 1995



Endler et al. NF





Politzer et al. PoP 9 (2002) 1962



Coherent StructuresCoherent Structures
Clearly coherent structures are playing an important Clearly coherent structures are playing an important 

role!  role!  
Do we have direct evidences for the presence of Do we have direct evidences for the presence of 

coherent structures ?coherent structures ?
YES !YES !
By carrying out conditional statistics measurements, By carrying out conditional statistics measurements, 

ADITYA  showed that the non ADITYA  showed that the non GaussianityGaussianity in in 
edgeedge-- SOL turbulence is due to presence of SOL turbulence is due to presence of 
coherent structurescoherent structures
(IAEA Seville Conf 1994 ,   Phys Plasmas  4 (IAEA Seville Conf 1994 ,   Phys Plasmas  4 
,4292, 1997  ;  4, 2982, 1997 ),4292, 1997  ;  4, 2982, 1997 )



Coherent Potential Structures in ADITYA edge plasma.Coherent Potential Structures in ADITYA edge plasma.
Joseph et al  Phys Plasmas  (1997)Joseph et al  Phys Plasmas  (1997)

Seen also in ASDEX, Caltech Seen also in ASDEX, Caltech TokTok, NSTX, , NSTX, AlcAlc CMODCMOD



Coherent Structures (continued)

Blob motion and splitting are observed in structures 
outside the separatrix as seen in optical emissions

Zweben et al POP 9, 1981 (2002)



PDF of density and potential fluctuations in ADITYAPDF of density and potential fluctuations in ADITYA
JhaJha et al  Phys Rev Letters (1992)et al  Phys Rev Letters (1992)

Also seen in Alcator CMOD, TJ II, TS, ATF, DIIID etc



Experimental evidence for Intermittency

Universal  nature

Deviation from 
Gaussian PDF.

Positive tail

Antar et al POP 10, 419 (2003)



Turbulent heat and particle Transport in Turbulent heat and particle Transport in 
TokamaksTokamaks

Evidences:Evidences:
1.  Langmuir Probe data from  edge !1.  Langmuir Probe data from  edge !
•• Intermittent coherent structure observations Intermittent coherent structure observations 

ADITYA ADITYA ((JhaJha et al. 1994, 1997)et al. 1994, 1997)
ASDEXASDEX ((EndlerEndler et al. 1995)et al. 1995)

•• ProbablityProbablity Distribution function (PDF) Distribution function (PDF) 
(long tails & power laws)  (long tails & power laws)  
TJTJ--II,W7II,W7--AS etc. AS etc. (Hidalgo et al. 1994(Hidalgo et al. 1994--99)99)

Observation:Observation: Transport episodic and Transport episodic and burstybursty!!



Turbulent heat and particle Transport in Turbulent heat and particle Transport in 
TokamaksTokamaks (Contd.)(Contd.)

Evidences:
2. ECE  measurements from large ECE  measurements from large TokamaksTokamaks

show radial propagation of avalanche  like  show radial propagation of avalanche  like  
events with speeds  few hundred meters/ events with speeds  few hundred meters/ 
sec.sec. JET, D-III-D (Politzer 1998) 



Present understanding of  formation Present understanding of  formation 
coherent structures and their influence on coherent structures and their influence on 

transporttransport

P. H. Diamond, S. P. H. Diamond, S. ItohItoh, K. , K. ItohItoh and T. S. and T. S. 
HahmHahm PPCF PPCF 4747 R35 R35 –– R161(2005).R161(2005).

•• Transport inhibiting zonal patternsTransport inhibiting zonal patterns
•• Transport enhancing streamer structures. Transport enhancing streamer structures. 
•• Numerical evidences through Numerical evidences through gyrokineticgyrokinetic

simulations as well as simple fluid modelssimulations as well as simple fluid models



Large Scale Computer SimulationsLarge Scale Computer Simulations

•• GyrokineticGyrokinetic and and GyrofluidGyrofluid Simulations Simulations 
* ITG  ITG  (Lin et al. , (Lin et al. , HammetHammet et al.) et al.) 
* * ETG/ITG       ETG/ITG       (Dorland et al.)(Dorland et al.)

•• Resistive  fluid Simulations    (Edge/ SOL)Resistive  fluid Simulations    (Edge/ SOL)
(Carreras et al., (Carreras et al., SarazinSarazin et al. 2000, Drake et al.)et al. 2000, Drake et al.)

Have shown transport features associated with the 
distinct structures  
The underlying Physics very complex and nonlinearThe underlying Physics very complex and nonlinear



Z. Lin (1998) ScienceZ. Lin (1998) Science



Self regulation of turbulence Self regulation of turbulence 
induced transportinduced transport

•• Importance has been realized in magnetic Importance has been realized in magnetic 
confinement fusion devices. confinement fusion devices. 

•• Geometry of fusion devices pretty Geometry of fusion devices pretty 
complicated. complicated. 

•• Added complexity due to magnetic shear Added complexity due to magnetic shear 
effects.effects.

•• Difficulty in appreciating the physics of self Difficulty in appreciating the physics of self 
regulation for such a complex system.regulation for such a complex system.



Minimal Physics for generation for Minimal Physics for generation for 
such flow patterns ? such flow patterns ? 

Two distinct flow patternsTwo distinct flow patterns
•• PoloidallyPoloidally symmetric shear  flow patterns (Zonal Flows)symmetric shear  flow patterns (Zonal Flows)
•• RadiallyRadially extended  shear flows (Streamers)extended  shear flows (Streamers)

Zonal FlowsZonal Flows
(transport inhibiting (transport inhibiting 

structures)structures)

Streamer FlowsStreamer Flows
(transport enhancing (transport enhancing 

structures)structures)

It is of interest to seek the possibilities of self consistent It is of interest to seek the possibilities of self consistent 
generation of these flow patterns in the context of a generation of these flow patterns in the context of a 
minimal model!!minimal model!!



TokamakTokamak
Centrifugal forceCentrifugal force
(effective (effective ‘‘gg’’))

CurrentlessCurrentless toroidaltoroidal devicesdevices

Bad curvature region
Good curvature 
region

Magnetic field 
lines are toroidal

MCDRT: Magnetic curvature driven RT turbulenceMCDRT: Magnetic curvature driven RT turbulence



Spatial Domain for Spatial Domain for 
model representation. model representation. 

Slab: x for rSlab: x for r
y for Zy for Z

and   z for and   z for θθ



Equilibrium and ordering scheme Equilibrium and ordering scheme 
Beq= B0(1-x/R)ez
Neq = n00exp(-x/Ln)

Vg =2ρρss/R/R
VVnn= = ρρss/L/LnnVA

2 = 1/β

Have retained terms Have retained terms uptoupto order order εε2  2  where the where the 
ordering scheme is: ordering scheme is: 
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Electron diamagnetic drift 
produces equilibrium current  Jeq

Perpendicular drifts considered Perpendicular drifts considered 
Ions:          E x B and polarization.Ions:          E x B and polarization.
Electrons:  E x B and diamagneticElectrons:  E x B and diamagnetic



3 dimensional electromagnetic3 dimensional electromagnetic

•• Governing equations obtained from electron Governing equations obtained from electron 
continuity, quasicontinuity, quasi--neutrality condition and neutrality condition and 
the inertiathe inertia--less parallel momentum equation less parallel momentum equation 
for electrons. for electrons. 

•• Variations along the parallel direction is Variations along the parallel direction is 
incorporated. incorporated. 

•• Electromagnetic effects due to field line Electromagnetic effects due to field line 
bending considered. bending considered. 



Governing equationsGoverning equations
Slab approximationSlab approximation

Radial – x
Poloidal – y
Toroidal - z

Normalizations: Normalizations: 
Magnetic field: BMagnetic field: B00
Time : Time : ωωcici

--11, length: , length: ρρss



InvariancesInvariances
The equations remain invariant under the following The equations remain invariant under the following 
scaling transformationsscaling transformations
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Thus note that combinations such as Thus note that combinations such as 

2
zsAz

2
As k;Vk;V ηη

remain invariant under     remain invariant under     
the transformation.the transformation.

ScalingsScalings help is establishing equivalence in a wide help is establishing equivalence in a wide 
class of phenomena.class of phenomena.



2d limit
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3d electrostatic limit3d electrostatic limit

Perpendicular drift produces  charging of the field lines. Perpendicular drift produces  charging of the field lines. 
Finite Finite kkzz implies differential charging and promotes implies differential charging and promotes 
parallel currents. parallel currents. 



ObjectiveObjective

•• Seek possibility of self regulation in the various Seek possibility of self regulation in the various 
models.models.

•• Study the role of various parameters in the Study the role of various parameters in the 
detailed process of self regulation. (e.g. pattern detailed process of self regulation. (e.g. pattern 
formation, its characteristics and the resultant  formation, its characteristics and the resultant  
saturation levels etc.).saturation levels etc.).

2 dim2 dim
ElectrostaticElectrostatic
Role of Role of VVnn, , 
VVgg, D, , D, μμ, box , box 
sizesize

3 dim3 dim
Electrostatic Electrostatic 
Additional Additional 
parameter :  parameter :  
kkparpar, , ηη

3 dim3 dim
Electromagnetic Electromagnetic 
Additional Additional 
parameter:  parameter:  
plasma betaplasma beta



Nonlinear SimulationsNonlinear Simulations
• 2d simulation.2d simulation.
••3d electrostatic simulation.3d electrostatic simulation.
••3d electromagnetic simulation3d electromagnetic simulation

1. A. Das, S. Mahajan, P. Kaw, A. Sen, S. Benkedda and A. Verga Phys. 
Plasma, 4 1018 (1997).
2. A. Das,  A. Sen, S. Mahajan and P. Kaw. Phys. Plasma, 8 5104 (2001).
3. A. Das, A. Sen, P. Kaw, S. Benkedda and P. Beyer. Phys. Plasma 12
032302 (2005).



2d results (contd.)



2d results (contd.)



No initial and/or boundary related anisotropies.No initial and/or boundary related anisotropies.
Dynamics governs the asymmetry of the final state.Dynamics governs the asymmetry of the final state.

Dynamics in linear regime prefers formation of patterns Dynamics in linear regime prefers formation of patterns 
having structure in having structure in ‘‘yy’’ ((poloidalpoloidal) direction. Yet final ) direction. Yet final 
saturated state comprises of  saturated state comprises of  poloidallypoloidally symmetric shear symmetric shear 
flow patterns! flow patterns! 

For low values of dissipation  saturated states with zonal For low values of dissipation  saturated states with zonal 
symmetry are obtained, whereas for high values  growing symmetry are obtained, whereas for high values  growing 
radiallyradially extended patterns are observed!extended patterns are observed!

Pattern selection



2d results (contd.)

Pattern selection 
by dynamics



Physics of bifurcation

•• Density gets slaved to potential; cascade towards Density gets slaved to potential; cascade towards 
long scale due to polarization drift in potential long scale due to polarization drift in potential 
equation dominates. equation dominates. 

•• Low D and Low D and μμ small scale RT fluctuations grow. small scale RT fluctuations grow. 
Power cascade towards long scales in nonlinear Power cascade towards long scales in nonlinear 
regime generates streamer and zonal patterns. regime generates streamer and zonal patterns. 

φφ 2ẑ ∇∇•∇×

nẑ ∇•∇× φ

Cascade towards long scale governed by properties Cascade towards long scale governed by properties 
of polarization drift nonlinearity.of polarization drift nonlinearity.

Polarization drift nonlinearity.Polarization drift nonlinearity.
Potential evolutionPotential evolution
AdvectiveAdvective nonlinearitynonlinearity
Density evolutionDensity evolution



Physics of bifurcation (contd.)
•• The form of the nonlinearity is such that a The form of the nonlinearity is such that a 

short scale spectrum biased at high short scale spectrum biased at high kkyy leads leads 
to larger nonlinear growth of to larger nonlinear growth of zonalszonals!!

•• The shear in zonal flow then stabilizes the  The shear in zonal flow then stabilizes the  
growing streamers. growing streamers. 

•• For large For large D and D and μμ the short scale the short scale 
fluctuations are damped. No nonlinear fluctuations are damped. No nonlinear 
growth of zonal flow. Linear growth of growth of zonal flow. Linear growth of 
streamers cannot be contained.  streamers cannot be contained.  



2 2 –– dim scatter plots of dim scatter plots of ‘‘nn’’ vs. vs. ϕϕ

Evidence of slaving!! Evidence of slaving!! 



3d Simulations (electrostatic model)3d Simulations (electrostatic model)

Additional Additional 
dissipation dissipation 
parameter parameter ηηss

Effect of Effect of kkzz

High resistivity High resistivity 
forms zonal forms zonal 
patterns and patterns and 
yields saturation.yields saturation.



Density shows dominance of short scale Density shows dominance of short scale 
structures in both cases. No slaving to potential structures in both cases. No slaving to potential 
field.  field.  



3 3 ––dim simulations scatter plots of density vs. dim simulations scatter plots of density vs. ϕϕ

Evidence for non slavingEvidence for non slaving



Circles indicate stable zonal pattern and + sign Circles indicate stable zonal pattern and + sign 
growing streamers. growing streamers. 

33--dim dim 
electrostaticselectrostatics



3 dim Electromagnetic
Plasma Plasma ββ = c= css

22/v/vaa
2 2 = 1/V= 1/VAA

22; is an additional parameter; is an additional parameter

In electromagnetic In electromagnetic 
case  saturation case  saturation 
occurs at a higher occurs at a higher 
value of the total value of the total 
energy! energy! 



Novel state with identical zonal and streamer Novel state with identical zonal and streamer 
intensity!intensity!

Electromagnetic effects inhibit zonal formation and Electromagnetic effects inhibit zonal formation and 
hence stabilization becomes difficult in this case. hence stabilization becomes difficult in this case. 



Linear regimeLinear regime Nonlinear regimeNonlinear regime

Shows no predominance of zonal power. Shows no predominance of zonal power. 
Significant structure along Significant structure along ‘‘zz’’



Similar to 3Similar to 3--dim electrostatic simulations density has dim electrostatic simulations density has 
significant spectral power in short scales. No slaving to significant spectral power in short scales. No slaving to 
potential.  potential.  

Linear regimeLinear regime Nonlinear regimeNonlinear regime



Linear regimeLinear regime Nonlinear regimeNonlinear regime



Minimal Physics
•• Polarization nonlinearity (Reynolds stress) Polarization nonlinearity (Reynolds stress) --

long scale structure formation. long scale structure formation. 
•• Anisotropy of short scale spectrum Anisotropy of short scale spectrum 

(characteristic of the instability) decides the (characteristic of the instability) decides the 
pattern symmetry.pattern symmetry.

•• Electromagnetic effects weaken the Electromagnetic effects weaken the 
formation of long structures.formation of long structures.



Plasma Turbulence : problem of Plasma Turbulence : problem of 
many scalesmany scales

Successful in the context of critical Successful in the context of critical 
phenomena of phase transition.phenomena of phase transition.

•• Self similarity of scales. Self similarity of scales. 
•• Rules connecting various Rules connecting various scales.canscales.can be be 

constructed.constructed.

How do we describe such a system ?How do we describe such a system ?

Structures and fluctuations  with a Structures and fluctuations  with a 
wide range of  scales are presentwide range of  scales are present



Many scales still Many scales still ……
•• Simple mathematical rules connect them. Simple mathematical rules connect them. 
•• No special scale. (Scale invariant system)No special scale. (Scale invariant system)

••SOC system : Self similarSOC system : Self similar

••Intermittency implies Intermittency implies 
lack of this self lack of this self 
similarity.  similarity.  
••Fluid turbulence is Fluid turbulence is 
intermittent !intermittent !



(a)(a) One period One period 
of  the of  the 
forcing forcing 
function.function.

(b)(b) Unfiltered Unfiltered 
periodic periodic 
solution for solution for 
velocity.velocity.

Numerical studies in Numerical studies in 
turbulenceturbulence



Numerical evidence Numerical evidence 
in turbulence (contd.) in turbulence (contd.) 

(c) High pass       
filtered solution. 
Filter frequency 3 
times the 
maximum excited 
mode in (a).

(d) Filter frequency is 
10 times.

No Self SimilarityNo Self Similarity



Intermittency: increased flatness of PDFIntermittency: increased flatness of PDF

Observation of quiescent period. Activity gets Observation of quiescent period. Activity gets 
restricted over  limited time regime. restricted over  limited time regime. 

Let Let γγ be the fraction time for which the signal is on.be the fraction time for which the signal is on.
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KolmogorovKolmogorov’’ss similarity hypothesissimilarity hypothesis

NavierNavier Stokes Equation for fluids:Stokes Equation for fluids:

Characterized in terms of dimensionless Characterized in terms of dimensionless ReynoldReynold’’ss number number 
Re=VL/Re=VL/νν;; large large Re   Re   implies nonlinear turbulent implies nonlinear turbulent 
state.state.

K41:K41:
•• Energy input at large length scales L.Energy input at large length scales L.
•• Energy dissipation at small length scales lEnergy dissipation at small length scales ldd..
•• Energy Energy cascade in the intermediate inertial range due to cascade in the intermediate inertial range due to 

nonlinear terms.nonlinear terms.

FVPVV
t

V
+∇+−∇=∇•+

∂
∂ 2ν



K41K41 (Contd.)(Contd.)
•• Inertial range:Inertial range: energy transfer through local energy transfer through local 

interaction of interaction of wavenumberswavenumbers with a rate that with a rate that 
is same for all scales.is same for all scales.

•• εε ==εεkk=v=vkk
22//ττkk=external forcing rate =energy =external forcing rate =energy 

transfer rate in each scaletransfer rate in each scale. ((εε homogeneous homogeneous 
in space and time)in space and time)

( )∫= ;dkkEE

dt/dE=ε

( ) 322322 TL~;TL~kE;TL~E −−− ε

( ) βαε kkE =
3
5;

3
2

−== βα



K41K41 (Contd.)(Contd.)

•• Observations indicate deviations from 5/3Observations indicate deviations from 5/3rdrd

law. law. E(kE(k) ~ k) ~ k--5/3+5/3+μμ, , μμ is known as the is known as the 
intermittency coefficient.intermittency coefficient.

•• Deviations prominent in higher order Deviations prominent in higher order 
structure functions. structure functions. 

Structure functions are defined as  Structure functions are defined as  

( ) ( )[ ]p
p r,t,xvrS δ=

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] r/rt,rxvt,xvr,t,xv •+−=δ



Structure functions and Structure functions and 
IntermittencyIntermittency

Note thatNote that

( ) ( ) ( )dkkEdkkv
xd

xdv
v 22

k3

32
r2

r ∫∫
∫

∫ ===
δ

δ

( ) ( ) 3/23/23
k

2
r r~k~kkE~kv~v −δ

( ) ( )[ ] 3/p2/p2
r

p
r r~v~v δδ Possible only Possible only 

for a Gaussian for a Gaussian 
ensemble ensemble 

Thus any deviation from linear p/3 scaling of Thus any deviation from linear p/3 scaling of ppthth order order 
structure function is  a measure of Intermittencystructure function is  a measure of Intermittency

Structure fn of order p



Relationship between Relationship between bivariatebivariate
gaussiangaussian and scaling of Sand scaling of Spp

Let Let φφ11= = φφ(x) and  (x) and  φφ22== φφ((x+rx+r); ); their joint their joint bivariatebivariate gaussiangaussian
PDF is given by: PDF is given by: (here < (here < φφ11

22> = > = < < φφ22
22> => =a a and < and < φφ1 1 φφ22> =b)> =b)

( ) { } ( )[ ]
( ) ⎭

⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

−
−+

−=− −
22

21
2

2
2

11T
21 ba

b2aexpexp~,P φφφφφΣφφφ

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) βφφδφ rrfba22
21

2 ==−=−=

HomogeneityHomogeneity

Self 
similarity



GaussianityGaussianity and scaling of Sand scaling of Spp

( ) ( ) ( )
( )⎭

⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

−
−=−= ∫ ba2

expd,PP
2

111
δφφδφφφδφ

( ) ( ) ( ) 2/p2/p2p
p r~S βδφδφ ==

Complete solution specification of a multivariate PDF Complete solution specification of a multivariate PDF 
and the study of deviations from multivariate and the study of deviations from multivariate 
gaussianitygaussianity. Structure functions captures the essence. . Structure functions captures the essence. 



QuantitativelyQuantitatively
Intermittency: is quantified by deviation of Intermittency: is quantified by deviation of ςςpp
from p/3from p/3

( ) pr~rS p
ς



Physical Mechanism of IntermittencyPhysical Mechanism of Intermittency
In reality the dissipation In reality the dissipation εε is a statistical quantityis a statistical quantity



Concept of Intermittency in shortConcept of Intermittency in short

•• In reality In reality εε is a statistical quantity. Can be is a statistical quantity. Can be 
diagnosed by the presence of patchy, diagnosed by the presence of patchy, burstybursty
dissipation and transport.         dissipation and transport.         ““IntermittencyIntermittency””

•• Departure from maximal randomness         Non Departure from maximal randomness         Non 
Gaussian statistics and presence of structures. Gaussian statistics and presence of structures. 
Extreme events are more probable than Extreme events are more probable than gaussiangaussian..

•• Presence of structures          strong self interaction, Presence of structures          strong self interaction, 
local in physical space and nonlocal in physical space and non-- local in k space. local in k space. 

•• Leads to deviation from Leads to deviation from KolmogorovKolmogorov’’ss scaling. scaling. 
Deviations are more pronounced for higher order Deviations are more pronounced for higher order 
structure functions.structure functions.



Some Exact ResultsSome Exact Results
•• From symmetry considerations of From symmetry considerations of NavierNavier Stokes Stokes 

equation it has been possible to obtain the exact equation it has been possible to obtain the exact 
value for value for ζζ33=1.=1.

•• The scaling exponents The scaling exponents ζζpp of the structure functions of the structure functions 
SSpp of a  passive scalar of a  passive scalar advectedadvected by a  velocity field by a  velocity field 
which is self similar, which is self similar, gaussiangaussian white in time (white in time (δδ
correlated) has been obtained exactly for all correlated) has been obtained exactly for all ‘‘pp’’ for for 
space dimension d of 2 and above and for velocity space dimension d of 2 and above and for velocity 
scaling exponent scaling exponent ξξ lying between 0 and 2. lying between 0 and 2. 

( )( ) ξδ r~t,ru 2



Models for intermittencyModels for intermittency

Incorporate statistical fluctuations of Incorporate statistical fluctuations of εε..
•• Log normal distribution.Log normal distribution.

KolmogorovKolmogorov, JFM , JFM 1313, 82 (1962)., 82 (1962).

Geometrical structure of dissipation region Geometrical structure of dissipation region 
•• Beta  model.Beta  model.

NovikovNovikov and Stewart; U Frisch JFM and Stewart; U Frisch JFM 8787, 719 (1978)., 719 (1978).

•• MultifractalMultifractal model.model.
MeneveauMeneveau and and SreenivasanSreenivasan, JFM, , JFM, 224224, 429 (1991)., 429 (1991).

Both features and Both features and curentlycurently the most the most favouredfavoured
•• Log Poisson process.  Log Poisson process.  

She and She and LevegueLevegue, PRL , PRL 7272, 336 (1994), 336 (1994)



Lognormal ModelLognormal Model
KolmogorovKolmogorov and and ObukhovObukhov assumed that assumed that εε being a being a 

statistical positive definite quantity has a log statistical positive definite quantity has a log 
normal distribution with normal distribution with 

( ) ( ) μεε −+ r~rxx

A good fit to observed numerical and experimental A good fit to observed numerical and experimental 
data was obtained data was obtained uptoupto p = 10 for a value of p = 10 for a value of μμ = 0.2= 0.2

Leading to Leading to 

( )
18

3pp
3
p

p
−

−= μς

Note the value of Note the value of ςς3 3 as as 
unity has   been  obtained unity has   been  obtained 
exactly from the exactly from the 
equations.equations.
Any model ought to Any model ought to 
satisfy this constraint !!satisfy this constraint !!



Beta  ModelBeta  Model

( )3p
33

p
p −−=

δς

Each level of cascade an eddy of scale Each level of cascade an eddy of scale llnn splits into splits into 
22DDββ eddies of scale leddies of scale ln+1n+1= = llnn... Here D . Here D diemsionalitydiemsionality
of space and of space and ββ lies in between 0 and unity defining lies in between 0 and unity defining 
the fraction of space which is filled at each the fraction of space which is filled at each 
subsequent scale by the turbulent activity. subsequent scale by the turbulent activity. 

Greatest drawback :Linear scaling does not agree Greatest drawback :Linear scaling does not agree 
with observations.with observations.

Here Here ββ = 2= 2--δδ ; and so D; and so D--δδ is is 
the fractal dimension of the the fractal dimension of the 
region of activityregion of activity



MultifractalMultifractal ModelModel

More than one fractal dimensions for the More than one fractal dimensions for the 
active region.active region.
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Agreement with experimental data pretty good for n = 0.7Agreement with experimental data pretty good for n = 0.7



She She LevegueLevegue Log Poisson ModelLog Poisson Model

•• Involves hierarchy of fluctuating structures. Involves hierarchy of fluctuating structures. 
•• Requires no adjustable parameterRequires no adjustable parameter
•• Good agreement with dataGood agreement with data
•• Wide acceptanceWide acceptance
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Transport Transport behaviourbehaviour in in tokamakstokamaks : : 
Intermittency or self similarity as in Intermittency or self similarity as in 

SOC?SOC?

•• SOC : scale similaritySOC : scale similarity
•• Intermittency: Lack of strict scale Intermittency: Lack of strict scale 

invariance.invariance.
•• Opinion divided, experimental evidences Opinion divided, experimental evidences 

‘‘forfor’’ and and ‘‘againstagainst’’ both seem to exist. both seem to exist. 
•• More work necessary. More work necessary. 



Turbulent heat and particle Transport in Turbulent heat and particle Transport in 
TokamaksTokamaks ((ContdContd))

Aspects in favour of SOC:
•• Scaling character of frequency spectraScaling character of frequency spectra

((PedrosaPedrosa et al. 1999)et al. 1999)

•• Strong profile resilience shown by Thomson scattering Strong profile resilience shown by Thomson scattering 
measurements.measurements. Tore Supra (Hoang et al 2001)

•• SubmarginalSubmarginal profilesprofiles (F. Ryter et al. PPCF 2001)



M.A. Pedrosa et al.
PRL82(1999)3621



F.Ryter et al. PPCF43(2001) A323-336



Turbulent heat and particle Transport in Turbulent heat and particle Transport in 
TokamaksTokamaks ((ContdContd))

Aspects in favour of Intermittency:

•• PDF of transport does not collapse to a universal scale PDF of transport does not collapse to a universal scale 
similar form.similar form.

•• Short scale and long scale transport features are distinctly Short scale and long scale transport features are distinctly 
different. different. 

•• Fluid models are useful as minimal model description for Fluid models are useful as minimal model description for 
tokamaktokamak transport. transport. 

•• Similarity of plasma fluid model with hydrodynamic Similarity of plasma fluid model with hydrodynamic 
fluids (Which are known to be  intermittent)fluids (Which are known to be  intermittent)



Clearly Clearly ……

•• TokamakTokamak data is very limited to discern any data is very limited to discern any 
quantitative evidence for intermittency. quantitative evidence for intermittency. 

•• Existence of natural length and time scales Existence of natural length and time scales 
results in characteristic structures associated results in characteristic structures associated 
with such scales.with such scales.

•• Highly unlikely that a system plagued by Highly unlikely that a system plagued by 
natural length and time scales would be truly natural length and time scales would be truly 
self similar. self similar. 

What  Simulations have to say !What  Simulations have to say !



Comparison: Plasma with neutral fluidComparison: Plasma with neutral fluid

•• Physics analogies: many scales excited, strong Physics analogies: many scales excited, strong 
mixing, mixing, cascade..andcascade..and so on.so on.

•• Fluid models of plasma: MHD, EMHD, Fluid models of plasma: MHD, EMHD, 
Hasegawa Hasegawa MimaMima etc.etc.

•• Existence of waves in addition to eddy like Existence of waves in addition to eddy like 
motion.motion.

•• Additional fields: Electric and magnetic fields, Additional fields: Electric and magnetic fields, 
currents etc.currents etc.
Strong anisotropy in turbulence.Strong anisotropy in turbulence.
At times leads to a reduction in dimensionality (3d to 2d)At times leads to a reduction in dimensionality (3d to 2d)..



Intermittency studies in PlasmaIntermittency studies in Plasma
(Fluid like Approach)(Fluid like Approach)

•• Most extensive study on MHD model. Most extensive study on MHD model. 
•• MHD Model supports Alfven waves. MHD Model supports Alfven waves. 
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μ Controversy: Over Controversy: Over 
Alfven effect!!!Alfven effect!!!
Modifies the turn Modifies the turn 
over time from over time from ττl l to to 
ττll

22/ / ττAlfAlf

Change in  Change in  KolmogorovKolmogorov scaling kscaling k--5/35/3 to kto k--3/23/2 (IK scaling)?(IK scaling)?
Difference difficult to gauge numerically. Difference difficult to gauge numerically. 



Generalized SL scalingGeneralized SL scaling
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BiskampBiskamp et al. claim to have et al. claim to have 
solved the controversy solved the controversy 
reigning Alfven effect.reigning Alfven effect.

Here: g defines the basic scaling of the relevant field Here: g defines the basic scaling of the relevant field δδzzrr~r~r1/g 1/g ..
x energy transfer time x energy transfer time ττeffeff ~~rrxx

C=3C=3--D; D dimension of dissipative structures. D; D dimension of dissipative structures. 

Neutral Fluids 
z = v, g =3, x =2/3, z = v, g =3, x =2/3, 

D=1 so C = 2D=1 so C = 2

MHD Fluid 
(with Alfven effect)(with Alfven effect)

z = z = ElsasserElsasser fieldsfields
g =4, x =1/2, D=2 g =4, x =1/2, D=2 

so C = 1so C = 1

MHD Fluid 
(w/o Alfven effect)(w/o Alfven effect)

z = z = ElsasserElsasser fieldsfields
g =3, x =2/3, D=2 g =3, x =2/3, D=2 

so C = 1so C = 1



Comparison with simulationComparison with simulation



Studies on EMHD modelStudies on EMHD model
•• Presence of special characteristic scale dPresence of special characteristic scale de.e...
•• Supports dispersive whistler waves. Supports dispersive whistler waves. 
•• Controversy: presence of Whistler effect on Controversy: presence of Whistler effect on 

scalingscaling

KolmogorovKolmogorov analysisanalysis
•• EEkk= = εε2/32/3kk--5/3 5/3 ((kdkdee >>1)>>1)
•• EEkk= = εε2/32/3kk--7/3 7/3 ((kdkdee << 1)<< 1)

IK Analysis (whistler effect)IK Analysis (whistler effect)
••EEkk= = εε2/32/3kk--5/3 5/3 ((kdkdee >>1)>>1)
•• EEkk~ ~ kk--2 2 ((kdkdee << 1)<< 1)

• BiskampBiskamp et al. rule out whistler effect merely on the et al. rule out whistler effect merely on the 
basis of energy spectra scaling!!basis of energy spectra scaling!!
•• DastgeerDastgeer, Das, Kaw and Diamond , Das, Kaw and Diamond PoPPoP 77 571 (2000) 571 (2000) 
show that cascade is influenced by whistlers though it show that cascade is influenced by whistlers though it 
may not perhaps influence the scaling of spectra directly.may not perhaps influence the scaling of spectra directly.



Studies on EMHD model (contd.)Studies on EMHD model (contd.)
•• Intermittency in 2d EMHD have been studied Intermittency in 2d EMHD have been studied 

recently by recently by GermaschewskiGermaschewski et al. et al. 
•• The structure function index The structure function index ζζpp for both b and for both b and ψψ

fields (fields (uptoupto p = 14) show deviations from p = 14) show deviations from 
linearity. linearity. 

•• Fitting parameters (in terms of x, g and C) Fitting parameters (in terms of x, g and C) 
employed to fit the result with generalized SL employed to fit the result with generalized SL 
expression. expression. 

•• The fitting parameters were different for the  two The fitting parameters were different for the  two 
fields. fields. 

•• No justification as given in the context of  MHD. No justification as given in the context of  MHD. 



Other evidence for Intermittency in Other evidence for Intermittency in 
EMHDEMHD

BoffettaBoffetta et et al.(PREal.(PRE volvol 59 3724(1999)) measured the 59 3724(1999)) measured the 
scaling exponent of various powers of energy scaling exponent of various powers of energy 
dissipation function numerically and showed a dissipation function numerically and showed a 
nontrivial scaling of the exponent nontrivial scaling of the exponent ττp p with p. with p. 
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Other fluid modelsOther fluid models
(Electrostatic models)(Electrostatic models)

•• Hasegawa Hasegawa MimaMima (HM), ITG, ETG etc. (HM), ITG, ETG etc. 
•• HM has a characteristic scale ~ HM has a characteristic scale ~ larmorlarmor radii.radii.
•• Waves : Drift waves.  Waves : Drift waves.  
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• Supports two invariants.Supports two invariants.
•• Hence  energy (inverse) as well as Hence  energy (inverse) as well as vorticityvorticity
(direct) cascade regimes.(direct) cascade regimes.
•• Two Two wavevectorwavevector regimes regimes kkρρss << 1; and << 1; and kkρρss << 1<< 1



kkρρss

Forcing wave vector Forcing wave vector kkff

Energy cascade Energy cascade 
regimeregime

VorticityVorticity cascade cascade 
regimeregime

Location of Location of kkρρss = 1 with respect to = 1 with respect to kkff

Four PossibilitiesFour Possibilities
Energy cascade:Energy cascade: kkρρss > 1> 1

kkρρss < 1 < 1 
VorticityVorticity cascade:cascade: kkρρss > 1> 1

kkρρss < 1< 1



ScalingsScalings
•• kkρρss >> 1, equations identical to 2d hydrodynamic fluid >> 1, equations identical to 2d hydrodynamic fluid 

EEkk~k~k--5/35/3 in energy cascade and Ein energy cascade and Ekk~k~k--33 in in vorticityvorticity cascade.cascade.
•• kkρρss << 1, E<< 1, Ekk~k~k--11/311/3 in energy cascade and Ein energy cascade and Ekk~k~k--55 in in 

vorticityvorticity cascade. cascade. 
•• Interesting feature in Interesting feature in kkρρss << 1 regime, reduced eddy turn << 1 regime, reduced eddy turn 

over time. over time. 2ẑ ∇∇•∇× φ

Novel feature: Reduction in eddy turn over time results in Reduction in eddy turn over time results in 
accumulation of power in the boundary and formation of accumulation of power in the boundary and formation of 
quasistationaryquasistationary crystalline structures. crystalline structures. KukharkinKukharkin et al.  PRL et al.  PRL 
(Oscillatory structure functions). ~ (Oscillatory structure functions). ~ ‘‘Intermittency likeIntermittency like’’



E(k)

kα

Faster cascade rateFaster cascade rate

Slower Slower 
rate of rate of 
cascadecascade

Accumulation Accumulation 

Natural length Natural length 
scales acts as a scales acts as a 
barrier for barrier for 
energy   cascade.energy   cascade.
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Plasma flow systemPlasma flow system



Numerical studies Numerical studies 
•• For HM system numerical simulations show a self For HM system numerical simulations show a self 

consistent spontaneous formation of several distinct consistent spontaneous formation of several distinct 
regions of intense regions of intense vorticityvorticity for decaying as well as for decaying as well as 
randomly driven systems randomly driven systems (forcing at scales shorter (forcing at scales shorter 
than the natural length scale).than the natural length scale).

•• These structures appear as quasiThese structures appear as quasi––crystalline pattern crystalline pattern 
in 2in 2--D spatial domain and were first identified by D spatial domain and were first identified by 
KukharkinKukharkin et al. PRL et al. PRL 7575 2486 (1995).2486 (1995).

•• Formation of such structures was attributed due to Formation of such structures was attributed due to 
the existence of a barrier in the inverse energy the existence of a barrier in the inverse energy 
cascade rate at the natural length scale. cascade rate at the natural length scale. 





Influence of wave excitations !!Influence of wave excitations !!

Study by making Study by making VVnn finite during the course finite during the course 
of evolutionof evolution.

Ref:
• A. Das, Phys. Plasmas (2007) ; 
• A. Das, Phys. Plasmas (2008)



Melting transition in the presence of wavesMelting transition in the presence of waves

•• In the presence of In the presence of 
waves with finite waves with finite VVnn
the quasi the quasi –– crystalline crystalline 
structure undergoes a structure undergoes a 
melting transitionmelting transition

•• Transition occurs only Transition occurs only 
when when VVnn exceeds a exceeds a 
certain threshold.certain threshold.
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An increased cascade thruAn increased cascade thru’’ the the 
barrier in the presence of wavesbarrier in the presence of waves





Vn = 0.2

Vn = 0.8

Isotropy of the spectrumIsotropy of the spectrum



No induced transparency for Doppler No induced transparency for Doppler 
shifted translational invariant systemshifted translational invariant system

Modified HM equation withModified HM equation with
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Causes no induced Causes no induced 
transparencytransparency



Numerical ResultsNumerical Results

•• Nonlinear scaling of the Nonlinear scaling of the ζζpp with p both for with p both for 
EMHD and MHD : signature for EMHD and MHD : signature for 
IntermittencyIntermittency

•• Strong influence of natural length and time Strong influence of natural length and time 
scales on cascade and structure formation: scales on cascade and structure formation: 
Clear demonstration in the context of the Clear demonstration in the context of the 
Hasegawa Hasegawa MimaMima system. system. 



Intermittency description : Non Intermittency description : Non 
Gaussian PDFGaussian PDF

•• Mapping Closures: A. Das and Mapping Closures: A. Das and PredhimanPredhiman
Kaw, Phys. Of Plasmas Kaw, Phys. Of Plasmas 2, 2, 1497 (1995).1497 (1995).

•• InstantonInstanton approach: Kim and Diamond, approach: Kim and Diamond, 
Phys. Of Plasmas  Phys. Of Plasmas  99, 71 (2002)., 71 (2002).

Hydrodynamic fluids:  Hydrodynamic fluids:  KraichnanKraichnan ––
Mapping ClosuresMapping Closures



Finally Finally ……

•• Plasma turbulence fertile area.Plasma turbulence fertile area.
•• Standard intermittency studies have been Standard intermittency studies have been 

limited. Most conclusions derived on the basis limited. Most conclusions derived on the basis 
of indirect evidences. of indirect evidences. 

•• Presence of natural scales and  quasiPresence of natural scales and  quasi--
structures: Influence on Sstructures: Influence on Spp –– unknown.unknown.


